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Abst rac t - -We give a new existence theorem for loose saddle point of set-valued map having values 
in a partially ordered topological vector space which is based on continuity and quasiconvexity- qua~ 
siconcavity of its scalarized maps. Moreover, we prove a new saddle point theorem for vector-valued 
functions in locally convex topological vector spaces under weak condition that is the semicontinuity 
of two function scalarization. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The not ion of saddle point  for vector-valued functions in f inite-dimensional spaces was intro- 
duced in [1] and various existence results on cone saddle points of vector-valued functions in 
inf inite-dimensional  spaces were invest igated in [2,3], which original ly arose in the theory  of vec- 
tor opt imizat ion.  In [4], a loose saddle point theorem for set-valued maps was establ ished in a 
general  sett ing. 
In this paper,  we prove in Section 2 a new existence theorem for loose saddle points of set-valued 
maps form a topological  vector space to a part ia l ly  ordered topological  vector space by apply ing 
the Fan-Browder  F ixed-Po int  Theorem [5], where two function scalar izat ion of a set-valued map 
by the new concept of loose semisaddle point plays a fundamental  role. A simple example 
i l lustrates that  our result is a general izat ion of [6]. In Section 3, we first provide condit ions for 
sui table set-valued maps to be upper semicontinuous and then give a new saddle point theorem 
for vector-valued functions in locally convex topological  vector spaces under semicont inuity of 
scalar ized functions whose proof is based on Fan-Gl icksberg's  F ixed-Po int  Theorem [7]. 
Let E be a real topological  vector space with a part ia l  order <_; that  is, a reflexive transit ive 
b inary relation. Let A be a nonempty  set in E. A point a0 E A is said to be a minimal point 
of A if for any a E A, a _< a0 implies a -- a0. It is said to be a maximal point of A if for any 
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a ~ A, a0 _< a implies a -- a0. The set of minimal (respectively, maximal) points of A is denoted 
by min A (respectively, max A). 
Let F, F1, and F~ be set-valued maps from aproduct  X x Y to E. For x E X andy  E Y 
set F(X ,  y) := Ux~x F(x, y) and F(x, Y )  := UyeY F(x,y) .  A point (x, y) E X x Y is said to 
be a loose semisaddle point of (F1,F2) on X x Y if F](x,y) N minF l (X ,y )  ¢ 0 and F2(x,y) N 
maxF2(x ,Y )  ~ ~. It is said to be a loose saddle point ofF  on X x Y if F (x ,y)  AminF(X ,y )  ~ 
and F(x ,y )  NmaxF(x ,Y )  ~ ~. It is said to be a saddle point ofF  on X x Y i f F (x ,y )  N 
min F(X ,  y) A max F(x,  Y)  ¢ ~). 
Let f, f l ,  and f2 be real-valued functions defined on a product X x Y. A point (xo,Yo) is said 
to be a semisaddle point of (fl, f2) on X x Y if fl(x0, Y0) <_ f l (x,  Yo) and f2(x0, y) <_ f2(xo, Yo) for 
all x E X and y E Y. It is said to be a saddle point of f on X x Y if f(xo, y) <_ f(xo, Yo) <_ f (x ,  yo) 
for all x c X and y E Y, see [3]. 
A real-valued function g : E --~ R is said to be strictly monotonic if g(a) < g(b) for a < b, 
where ~ < b means a < b and a ~ b. 
Let X be a convex set. A set-valued map F : X -o E is said to be quasiconvex if for any point 
a c E, the set {x E X: there is apo int  y E Fx  such that y < a} is convex. It is said to be 
quasiconcave if for any point a E E, the set {x ~ X: there is a point y c Fx  such that a < y} is 
convex, see [4]. 
2. LOOSE SADDLE POINTS FOR SET-VALUED MAPS 
We begin with the following lemma which provides a criterion for the existence of loose saddle 
points and saddle points. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a real topological vector space with a partial order <_ and gl, g2 : E --+ R 
strictly monotonic functions. Then the fo110wing statements hold: 
(a) /f F : X x Y -o  E is a set-vMued map on a product X x Y,  then any loose semisaddle 
point of (gl o F, g2 o F) on X x Y is also a loose saddle point of F on X x Y;  
(b) if f : X x Y -* E is a vector-valued function on a product X x Y,  then any semisaddle 
point of (gl o f,  g2 o f )  on X x Y is a saddle point of f on X × Y.  
PROOF. Let (x,y) E X x Y be a loose semisaddle point of (g, o F, g2 o F)'~on X x Y; that 
is, mingl o F(X ,y )  E gl o,F(x,y) and maxg2 o F(x ,Y )  e g2 o F(x,y) .  Then there are points 
zl,z2 c F (x ,y )  such that gl(zl) = mingl o F(X ,y )  and g2(z2) = maxg2 o F(x ,Y ) .  Since gl 
and g2 are strictly monotonic, it follows that zl E min F(X ,  y) and z2 E max F(x,  Y).  In fact, 
if Zl is not a minimal point of F(X ,  y), then Wl < Zl for some wl E F (X ,  y) and hence, by the 
strict monotonicity gl(Wl) < gl(zl) which contradicts the fact that gl(zl) = mingl o F(X ,y ) .  
Analogously, we obtain that z2 E max F(x, Y).  Therefore, (x, y) is a loose saddle point of F on 
X x Y. A similar argument establishes the result for saddle points. This completes the proof. | 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X and Y be topological spaces. 
(a) I f  F : X x Y -o R is a continuous et-valued map on the product space X x Y and X is 
compact, then a set-vMued map F (X ,  .) : g --o ]~, y ~-~ F (X ,  y) is continuous on Y.  
(b) I fT  : Y --o R is a compact-valued continuous et-valued map, then functions p, q : Y --* 
defined by p(y) := min Ty and q(y) := max Ty is continuous on Y.  
PROOF. It is easy to verify that statements (a) and (b) hold, see Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in [6]. | 
Now we give a new existence theorem for loose saddle points of set-valued maps in topological 
vector spaces whose proof is based on two function scalarization and the Fan-Browder Fixed-Point 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a topological vector space with a partial order <, X and Y nonempty 
compact convex sets in two Hausdorff topological vector spaces, respectively. Let F : X x Y --~ E 
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PROOF.  
(91 o F, 
by 
be a set-valued map that there exist strictly monotonic ontinuous functions 91,92 : E - -*  R such 
that 
(1) F is compact-valued and gl o F and g2 o F axe continuous; 
(2) 91 o F(-, y) is quasiconvex for each y E Y; 
(3) g2 o F(x,  .) is quasiconcave for each x E X .  
Then F has a loose saddle point on X × Y. 
By Lemma 2.1(a), it suffices to show that  there exists a loose semisaddle point of 
g2 o F)  on X × Y. For each n • N let a set valued map T~ : X × Y -o  X x Y be defined 
Tn(x,y) := {(u 'v )•X×Y 
1} 
: mingl  oF(X ,y )  > mingl  oF(u ,y )  - n 
maxg2 o F(x ,Y )  < max92 o F(x,v)  + 1 
n 
For every (x,y) E X × Y, Tn(x,y) is nonempty since the sets gl oF (X ,y )  and g2 oF(x ,Y )  are 
compact by (1) (see [8]). To show that  T~(x, y) is convex, let (ul, vl), (u2, v2) e Tn(x, y) and A • 
[0,1]. Setting 
t : = max{min gl o F(Ul, y), min gl o F(u2, y)}, 
S : - -{u•X:  there i sapo in t  s•g lOF(u ,y )  suchthats<t} ,  
we have ul,  u2 • S and hence, Aul + (1 - A)u2 • S by (2) so that ming l  oF(Aul  + (1 - A)u2, y) <_ 
t < min gl o F (X ,  y) + 1/n. Analogously, max g2 o F(x, AVl + (1 - A)v2) > maxg2 o F(x, Y )  - 1/n. 
Therefore, we conclude that  A(ul, vl) + (1 - A)(u2, v2) • Tn(x, y). 
For every (u, v) • X × Y, 
{ (x'y) EXxY:ming l°F (X 'y ) -ming l°F (u 'y )>- I  
Tn l (u ,v )  := 
maxg2 o F (x ,Y )  - maxg2 o F(x ,v)  < 1 
n 
is open in X x Y since min gl o F (X ,  .) -min  gl o F(u, .) is continuous on Y and max g2 o F(. ,  Y) - 
maxg2 o F(. ,  v) is continuous on X by Lemma 2.2. 
The Fan-Browder Fixed-Point Theorem implies that Tn has a fixed point (x*, y*) • X x Y; 
that is, 
1 
ruing1 o F(X ,  yn) > mingl  o F(x~,y~) - - 
n '  
1 
maxg2 o F(x*, Y) < maxg2 o F(x~, Yn) + - .  
n 
Let 
* * * * * 
s n* -- mingl  o F(xn,  Yn) and t n = maxg2 o F(xn ,  Yn). 
* * * and * --* t* x* y* We may assume that x n --* x*, Yn --~ Y*, s~ -~ s*, t n for some E X, E Y, 
and s*, t* E R because X, ]I, gl o F (X ,  Y),  and g2 o F (X ,  Y)  are compact. Since gl o F (X ,  .) is 
continuous, mingl  o F(X ,y* )  > s* - 1/n and s~ E gl o F(X,y*) ,  we have 
min gl o F (X ,  y*) > s* and s* C gl 0 F (X ,  y)*, 
and so 
min gl o F (X ,  y*) = s*. 
Moreover, since s* E gl o F(x*, y*) and gl o F is continuous, s* c gl o F(x*,  y*). Consequently, 
mingl  oF(Z ,y* )  E gl oF  (x*,y*). 
A similar argument proves that  
maxg2 o F(x*, Y)  C g2 o F (x*, y*) . 
Therefore, (x*, y*) is a loose semisaddle point of (gx o F, g2 o F)  on X × Y. This completes the 
proof. I 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let X and Y be nonempty  compact convex sets in Hausdorff  topological vector 
spaces, respectively, E a topological vector space with a partial order, and f : X x Y -+ E a 
vector-valued function on the product space X x Y .  Suppose that there exists a strictly monotonic 
continuous function g : E -+ R such that 
(1) g o f is continuous on X x Y ;  
(2) g o f ( . ,  y) is quasiconvex for each y E Y ;  
(3) g o f (x ,  .) is quasiconcave for each x E X .  
Then f has a saddle point on X x Y. 
The following example shows that the continuity of g o F in Theorem 2.3 which is weaker than 
the semicontinuity of F in Theorem 3.3 of [6] is essential for the existence of loose saddle points. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Set I = [0, 1] and define F : I x I -o I x I by 
1 
{(0,1),(0,0)}, i f0_<x<3,  y=0 '  
1 <x<l ,  y=l ,  F(x ,y )  := {(0,1)}, if ~ _ _ 
{(0, 0)}, otherwise. 
Then F(., 1) is not lower semicontinuous. A function g : I × I --* R defined by g(x, y) := x 
is a strictly monotonic ontinuous function, where (xl, Yl) < (x2,Y2) means that Xl < x2 and 
Yl < Y2. Note that goF(x ,y )  = {0} for all (x,y) E Ix landsogoF iscont inuous .  Hence, 
Theorem 2.3 guarantees the existence of loose saddle point of F, for instance (1/4, 0) is a loose 
saddle point of F and but not a saddle point of F. However, Theorem 3.3 in [6] is not applicable. 
3. SADDLE POINTS FOR 
VETOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we give a new saddle point theorem for vector-valued functions in locally convex 
topological vector spaces under weaker conditions than known results, see Theorem 3.1 in [1]. To 
this end, the following new observation is basic. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces and f : X × Y -+ • a reM-vMued function on 
the product  space X x Y .  
(1) I f  f is lower semicontinuous on X x Y and f (x ,  .) is upper semicontinuous on Y for each 
x E X and i fX  is a Hausdorf fcompact  space, then a set-valued map T : Y --o X ,  defined 
by 
Ty:= {x  E X :  f (x ,y )  =min  fo ryEY ,  
is upper semicontinuous. 
(2) I f  f is upper semicontinuous on X × Y and f ( . ,  y) is lower semicontinuous on X for each 
y E Y and if  Y is a Hausdorff  compact space, then a set-valued map S : X --o y ,  defined 
by 
Sx  := {y  E Y : f (x ,y )  = max f (x ,y )}  fo rxcX ,  
is upper semicontinuous. 
PROOF.  
(i) A function h : Y -~ ~ defined by  h(y) := minxex  f(x, y) is well defined since f(., y) is lower 
semicont inuous  on  the compact  set X .  We first c la im that h is upper  semicont inuous.  Let 
y0 E Y and  r c • such that h(yo) < r. Then there is a point xo E X such that f(x0, Yo) = 
h(yo) < r. Since f(x0, ") is upper  semicont inuous  on  Y ,  there exists a ne ighborhood V of 
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Yo in Y such that f (xo,y)  < r for all y E V and so h(y) <_ f (xo,y)  < r for all y E V. 
Hence, h is upper semicontinuous. 
Next we show that T has a closed graph. Let (x~,y~) be a net in the graph Gr(T) 
of T such that (xa,ya) ---* (xo, Yo). Since f is lower semicontinuous on X x ]I, (xa,y~) E 
Gr(T), and h is upper semicontinuous on Y, we have 
f(xo, Yo) <- lim inf f (x~, ya) < lira sup h(y~) 
13~ C~ 
<_ h(yo) _<_ f(xo, Yo) 
and hence, f(xo, Y0) = h(y0); that is, (x0, Y0) E Gr (T). Thus, T has closed graph. Since 
X is compact, it is well known that T is upper semicontinuous ( ee [8]). 
(2) In a similar way, we can check that S has a closed graph and hence, S is upper semicon- 
tinuous. 
This completes the proof. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X and Y be nonempty compact convex sets in two Hausdorff locally convex 
topological vector spaces, respectively, E a topological vector space with a partial order <_, and 
f : X x Y --* E a vector-valued function on the product space X x Y.  Suppose that there exist 
strictly monotonic fimctions gl, g2 : E ~ R such that 
(1) gl o f is lower scmicontinuous on X x Y and gl o f (x,  .) is upper semicontinuous on Y" for 
each x E X;  
(2) g2 o f is upper semicontinuous on X x Y and g2 o f(., y) is lower semicontinuous on X for 
each y E Y;  
(3) gl o f(.,  y) is quasiconvex for each y E Y; 
(4) g2 o f (x ,  .) is quasiconcave for each x E X .  
Then, f has a saddle point on X x Y.  
PROOF. Consider set-valued maps 
T:Y - -oX ,  
S :X -oY ,  
A :XxY- -oXxK 
TY := {x  E X : gl ° f (x 'y )  = min gl ° (x 'Y )}  
Sx := {Y E Y : g2° f (x 'y )= max g2°(x 'Y )}  
A(x, y) := (Ty, Sx). 
For each y E Y, since g1 o f(., y) is lower semicontinuous on the compact set X,  Ty is nonempty 
~tnd closed. S also has nonempty closed values. By Lemma 3.1, T and S are upper semicontinuous 
with nonempty compact values. Hence, A is upper semicontinuous and has nonempty compact 
values (see [9]). From (3) and (4) it follows that T and S have convex values. Fan-Glicksberg's 
Fixed-Point Theorem implies that there is a point (x0, Y0) E X x Y such that Xo E Tyo and 
Yo E Sxo. Thus, (x0, Yo) is a semisaddle point of (gl o f, 92 o f )  on X x Y. Since gl and 9:~ are 
strictly monotonic, by Lemma 2.1(b), (x0, Y0) is a saddle point of f .  This completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X and Y be nonempty compact convex sets in two Hausdorff locally convex 
topological vector spaces, respectively, and f : X x Y -~ N a real-valued function on the product 
space X x Y such that 
(1) f is continuous on X x Y;  
(2) f(. ,  y) is quasiconvex for each y E Y; 
(3) f (x ,  .) is quasiconcave for each x E X .  
Then f has a saddle point on X x Y. 
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